Introduction
Humans are social animals. Our ability to comprehend human relations stands fundamental to our survival, development and social life. We understand such relationships in terms of social roles assumed by people, and tend to describe events using these roles. For instance, we would describe the birthday video in Fig. 1 as "Parents helping the birthday boy cut a cake", rather than "Two people helping another person cut a cake". Typically, social roles answer semantic queries like, "Who is doing what in an event?". While the tasks of identifying the action and detecting the person are widely studied in computer vision, the problem of role assignment is relatively new and equally interesting.
Social role discovery derives motivation from the field of "Role Theory" [2] in sociology, which observes that people behave in predictable ways based on their social roles. This shows that knowing the role of a person can help determine his/her interactions with the environment and vice-versa. In computer vision, [13] leveraged the same intuition to build a human activity recognition model. Also, the knowledge of social roles can help determine the interesting segments of social event footages [7] and sports videos. The definition of social roles is event specific, and can sometimes be abstract such as, people "helping", "visiting" or "residing" in a nursing home [13] , making role identification a difficult human task. Ideally, we would like to automatically discover such interaction-based role assignments in any event. Also, annotating roles is time consuming and needs knowledge of the event. Recognizing these difficulties, we formulate the problem of social role discovery in a weakly supervised framework. Given a set of videos belonging to a social event without training labels for the people in the videos, we group them into different social roles. The event label acts as the weak annotation in our setting, restricting the discovered roles to be event specific.
The problem is amply challenging due to the wide variation in appearance, scale, location and scene context of a role across different videos as seen in Fig. 2 . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , it is difficult to determine roles by observing people individually. Rather, social role discovery is an attempt to identify people based on their interactions in an event.
Modeling such interactions in the absence of role labels during training acts as an additional challenge.
In order to solve this problem of weakly supervised role assignment, we propose a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to capture inter-role interaction cues, and develop !"#$ %&#' Figure 2 . Sample frames from different events in the YouTube Social Roles dataset are shown with ground truth role annotations used for evaluation. The different roles in each event are marked by the colors noted in the last column. The huge variation in appearance, location, scale and scene context for a role across different videos can be seen. a tractable variational inference procedure to jointly learn role labels as well as model weights. Further, to evaluate the model performance, we introduce a novel YouTube social roles dataset in Sec. 5.1, accompanied by event specific ground truth role annotations for the people in the videos. It is to be noted that the role labels are only used for model evaluation and not for the training. We also provide role annotations for a subset of videos from two events of the TRECVID MED-11 [1] event kits, and test our model performance on these videos. Experiments on these datasets show that our method achieves encouraging performance in weakly supervised social role assignment.
Related Work
Socially aware video and image analysis Recent works on social network construction and interaction understanding is relevant to our work on social role recognition. [25] associates people in a video using face recognition and track matching. [4, 5] clusters people in a movie into adversarial groups. [5] uses scene context and visual concept attributes to build social relation network. [23] also builds a social role network based on their co-occurrence of movie characters in different scenes. These works do not group people across different videos, but consider people within one movie. [22] uses appearance features to predict the relationship between people by training on images with weak relationship labels, while [19] performs occupation classification based on clothing and context in human images. [20] studied the problem of face recognition in social context.
Social Interaction in Action Recognition
Another related line of work has been the use of social interaction to aid group action recognition [14, 3, 6] . [14] explicitly models human interaction, while [3] uses features of people in spatio-temporal vicinity to detect group activities and jointly track multiple people. [18] also uses social grouping to help multi target tracking. [10] uses social context in group photos to make better prediction of human attributes and scene semantics. [9] recognizes group social activities through attribute learning. [17] develops interaction features based on facial orientation to recognize activities like hand-shaking. Similarly, [16] also models facial attention. Although the above works capture social interactions in some form, they do not explicitly identify the roles assumed by people during a social event.
Role Recognition Recently, [7, 13] used social roles to predict group activities. [7] found face attention patterns in first person videos to detect interaction activities like monologue, discussion and dialogue. They clustered faces in training videos based on attention patterns, and represented frame sequences by histogram of cluster occurrences. [13] predicted role labels like "defender" and "attacker" in sports videos to identify group activities. They used training labels to learn role assignments based on spatio-temporal interaction between players. However, in our work we are not provided role annotations, and we wish to discover interactionbased roles automatically by studying different instances of an event. We also use richer interaction features.
Our Approach
We define social role discovery as a weakly supervised problem, where the training role labels for the people in the videos are not available. We are only provided the event label for each video, and the number of roles to be discovered in an event. We assume that every video is pre-processed to obtain individual human tracks similar to [6, 13] .
Social roles are not only decided by person specific descriptors, but also by the interaction between people. Hence, any model used to discover social roles should be capable of incorporating this information. However, interaction in an event is usually restricted to a small set of roles. In our approach, every event has a reference role, and the interaction of any person with this reference role is most significant. To understand this, consider a birthday, where the important interactions mostly involve the "birthday person". With this assumption, it is sufficient to model the interaction of any person only with the reference role. This is a realistic simplification, enabling us to perform tractable inference as shown in Sec. 4. One instance of the reference role is assumed to be present in every video belonging to the event class. We refer to the other roles as secondary roles.
Model Formulation
We present a CRF model which accounts for the reference role interaction with other roles in a video. An overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 3 , along with the factor graph of our model. As illustrated, to capture person specific social cues, we extract unary features (Ψ u ) from each human track, describing spatio-temporal activity, human appearance and human-object interaction. Similarly, to represent interaction based social cues, pairwise features (Ψ p ) describing proxemic touch codes, and spatial proximity are extracted. Our CRF model uses these features to perform weakly supervised social role recognition.
Let P v be the set of people in a video v and s v i be the social role assigned to a person p v i ∈ P v . We want to assign social roles, and jointly learn model weights by maximizing the log likelihood of the CRF shown in Eq. 1. where m E denotes the reference role in the event E, and p v m the person holding the reference role in v. The model potentials are defined as
In Eq. 1, s E is the complete social role assignment to all people in the event, and Z v is the log-partition function for the video v. Σ α and Σ β are the covariances of the Gaussian priors on α and β respectively. Note that the model only considers interaction of different roles with the reference role, in accordance with our assumption, and every video is assumed to contain one person playing this reference role. α and β are the unary and pairwise weights to be learnt respectively. A factor graph of the model is shown in Fig. 3 
Unary Features
The unary feature Ψ u captures role specific social cues extracted from human tracks, and their interaction with the event environment. Ψ u can be expanded into four components as shown below.
Histogram of Gradient Feature Ψ
HoG u
: Bag of densely computed HoG3D [11] words of dimension 1429 along the human track is used as low-level features to capture the individual actions.
Spatio-Temporal Feature Ψ ST u : A person's movement in an event is another useful cue regarding his/ her role. For example, the "bride" often walks down the aisle in a church wedding. The human motion between two frames is binned along 8 directions to form a trajectory feature similar to [12] . These features are normalized across different people in a video to partly account for camera motion.
Object Interaction Feature Ψ OI u : The interaction of a person with the event environment plays a key role in determining his/ her role. "birthday person" cutting a "cake" and "function host" talking at the "lectern" are representative examples. In the current work, we extract interaction features corresponding to only these two objects in the respective events. [8] is used to obtain specific object detection scores in a video. These scores are spatially pooled similar to [15] in the periphery of the person's bounding box and averaged across multiple frames to form an object interaction feature of dimension 48 for every event object.
Social Feature Ψ
Soc. u
: These features capture two important social aspects of a person, representing gender and clothing. Such cues are important in events like wedding. This would also capture the gender bias in certain roles like "brides". We first use [27] to detect faces, and obtain scores 1 for gender classification. The scores are averaged across frames to form the gender feature. The clothing of a person is represented by the RGB color histogram with 32 bins.
Pairwise Interaction Features
Human interaction forms an important basis for social role definitions. For instance, the "parent" in a birthday is distinguished from "guests" by their interaction with the "birthday person". Similarly "bride-groom", "instructorstudent" interactions separate the respective roles from others. These interactions are recorded by the pairwise feature Ψ p composed of two components as shown below.
Proxemic Interaction Feature Ψ P rox. p : The proxemic interaction of two people provides interesting insights regarding the relation between roles in an event such as the touch-code between a "parent" and the "birthday child". The use of proxemics for describing human-human relations was introduced in [24] , where the authors classify proxemics between two people into 6 classes with 20 models. Proxemics are also referred as touch-codes, indicating the way people touch each other. For every pair of humans in a video, we use all 20 models from [24] to find proxemic scores in different frames. The scores are normalized across all human pairs in a given video and split into 16 bins for every model, to form our final proxemic descriptor. The scores are set to a minimum value, if a pair of people are never sufficiently close to each other.
Spatio-Temporal Interaction Feature Ψ ST p : The spatial separation of people across time is a simple but powerful measure of human interaction in a video. For instance, the "bride" and "groom" are always near each other in a wedding, while the "groomsmen" are farther away from the
Inference
The difficulty of solving Eq. 1 arises due to the correlation between different social roles and the coupling introduced by Z v . [26] proposed a mean field approximation to solve Conditional Topic Random Fields, with simple chain connected CRFs and CRFs without interaction potentials. Along similar lines, we develop a variational inference method to find an approximate solution for our graphical model. We show that the simplifying assumption of interactions being restricted to the reference role, helps us perform tractable inference as a part of the optimization procedure. We also introduce a variational approximation to the social role probability distribution in a video, with similar dependencies as the original model.
We formulate the variational approximation q of the model distribution as shown in Eq. 3, where s v denotes the role assignment to all people in the video v.
The distributions over α and β are approximated by univariate normal distribution with means given by λ α , λ β and variances σ This variational approximation of the social role probability, retains the dependencies in our original structure. It represents one predominant reference role, with secondary role assignments dependent on this reference role.
Inference is then carried out through coordinate ascent. In each iteration, the updates for φ, ψ require inference in the CRF model, with the model weights fixed. When the model weights are fixed, our graph reduces to a tree for each individual video, allowing us to perform exact clique-tree inference. The optimization procedure and update equations for ψ, φ, λ, σ 2 are shown in the supplementary document Sec. A, due to space limitations.
We initialize both φ v , ψ v (i) to be uniform for all people in the event. λ αs are initialized to be the maximally separated points in the unary feature space for an event E. λ βs are similarly initialized from the pairwise interaction feature space. σ In every video v, the person p v m with the highest value of φ v is assigned the reference role, forming a reference role cluster. The corresponding variational probability ψ v (m) is used to assign secondary roles to other people in the video. We enforce a lower and upper bound on the number of people assigned to a secondary role cluster in the event. In practice, the bounds are set to a 10% range of the smallest and largest ground-truth cluster sizes in the event. This acts a lose prior on the number of people in each role cluster. Linear integer programming is used to satisfy these constraints during role assignment, whose details are shown in supplementary document Sec. B due to space limitations.
Experiment and Results

Datasets
YouTube Social Roles Most publicly available video datasets are not suitable for evaluating the social role assignment task, since they do not cover a good range of people donning different roles in specific social events. In an attempt to evaluate our method, we collected a set of YouTube videos under 4 social events. The details of the dataset are shown in Tab. 1. To facilitate easy evaluation, we annotate every person in our dataset with the relevant social roles. Some videos have stray individuals not annotated with any specific social role and are called as "others". Again it is to be noted that role labels are used only for evaluation.
Within each social event, there is wide variation in event settings as seen from the sample video frames in Fig. 2 . Wedding and Birthday videos were chosen to cover both indoor and outdoor celebrations. Award ceremony includes graduation functions, presidential award functions as well as corporate events. Similarly, physical training refers to martial arts, aerobics and other forms of fitness classes. This diversity in scenarios, with the same underlying interactions between different roles is an interesting characteristic of the dataset, and makes the task amply challenging.
TRECVID Social Roles
Among publicly available datasets, the TRECVID-MED11 event kits [1] have two social event classes birthday and wedding. However, most of the videos in these kits either have very few characters or crowd activities where people cannot be distinguished from each other. Hence, we chose a smaller subset, covering reasonable number of people in different roles. Some videos were cropped to include only the parts showing relevant social events. Details of the dataset are shown in Tab. 2 Since human tracking is not the focus of the current work, we obtain human tracks through the active learning tool from [21] . The dataset along with the human tracks, and role annotations would be made publicly available 2 .
Role Discovery Results
In our experiments, we evaluate the model by comparing results with human annotated roles in each video. Due to the weakly supervised nature of the problem, we do not have a direct mapping between role clusters and groundtruth role labels. To facilitate easy comparison with different baselines, the role clusters obtained from a method are each mapped to one of the human defined roles, maximizing the total correct role assignments in an event. We present results on the two datasets from Sec. 5.1 and compare our full model against different baselines in Tab. 3, 4. The tables show the total accuracy of role assignment in an event. The baselines used for comparison are explained below.
• prior: Simple baseline. A random person in each video is assigned the reference role, and the true prior of secondary roles is used to assign roles to other people in the video.
• k-means: Simple experiment, where people are clustered using appearance and spatio-temporal features.
• CRF with Ψ u : To judge the importance of interaction features, we use a CRF with only unary features, similar to CTRF in [26] . We use same priors as our model.
• CRF with Ψ up : To demonstrate the gain in modeling inter-role interactions, instead of using interactions as context, the mean interaction feature of a person with everyone else is concatenated with the unary feature, forming Ψ up , used in same CRF as before.
• Our model -Ψ From results in Tab. 3, we notice that a CRF using Ψ u outperforms naive k-means clustering, justifying the use of this representation with our unary features. Also, the use of interaction as a context feature in Ψ up is seen to do better than the use of only unary features, in most events. This confirms our belief that, human interactions are informative for role recognition. In particular, we observe a considerable increase for the award function event, where the interaction between the "recipient" and "presenter" as seen in Fig. 4(b) would help distinguish the "presenter" from other people at the dais. Next, we observe that our full model shows significant improvement over CRF with Ψ up . This demonstrates the value in explicitly modeling interaction between role pairs, instead of using interaction as a context feature. For instance, consider a wedding with similar interactions between a "bride-groom" pair, and a "bridesmaid-groomsman" pair. These interactions lead to the same interaction-context feature, for both the "bride" and the "bridesmaid". However, our full model would treat them differently, due to the difference in the other role participating in the interaction, leading to a richer description.
Our full model using the complete pairwise interaction feature Ψ p performs better than the models only using Ψ ponents. It is interesting to note the considerable drop in performance for ward function and wedding events, in the absence of Ψ P rox. p . We observed that the proxemic models corresponding to specific touch-codes fired consistently across different "bride-groom" and "presenter-recipient" pairs in wedding and award functions respectively, distinguishing them from other role pairs in the events. We illustrate this in Fig. 4 .
To analyze the complete role assignment, we look at the confusion matrices in Fig. 5 . The column corresponding to the reference role cluster chosen by our algorithm is highlighted in each matrix. The average purities of the reference role clusters are 0.65 and 0.56, in the YouTube and TRECVID datasets respectively. This demonstrates the ability of our model to isolate the reference role in each video. We observe that the model is able to cluster the roles better in the wedding event, as seen in Fig. 5(a) , 5(e). This can be accounted to the strong interaction between the "bride" and "groom", separating them from the remaining roles. To study this interaction, we visualize the marginals of the spatial relationship of different roles with the reference role ("groom") cluster in the YouTube wedding dataset, in Fig. 6 . The marginals capture the expected interaction, as explained in the figure. The confusion of "distributor" with the "recipient" in Fig. 5(c) , can be explained by the similar patterns of interaction between the "recipient" receiving the award from the "presenter", and the "distributor" handing out the award to the "presenter". "friends" are difficult to distinguish from "guests" in the TRECVID birthday dataset, where we observed both roles to exhibit low interaction with the reference role. In order to evaluate the latent reference role assignment in our model, we compare performances with a control setting which randomly chooses the reference role in each video. The average accuracy of role assignment over all events is seen to drop by 4.82% for the YouTube social roles dataset with this choice of reference role, justifying the need to model it as a latent variable. In particular, we observe a large drop of 6.80% for the wedding event, which has more role classes than the other events leading to increased randomness in the choice of reference role in each video.
Conclusion
We proposed to recognize social roles from human event videos in a weakly supervised setting, and designed a CRF to model the inter-role interactions along with person specific unary features. This weak supervision enables our method to automatically understand the relations between people, and discover the different roles associated with an event. It further reduces the human effort involved in observing long video footages to annotate the roles. We showed considerable performance improvement over different baseline models. As a next step, our approach can be extended to perform simultaneous event classification along with role discovery. It is also noted that our method is not robust to noisy and fragmented reference role tracking, due to the inherent assumption of one reference role per video. In the future, we wish to account for such noisy tracking. 
